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LAURENCE AND JOHANNA FAVROT DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR IN CARDIOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF MOLECULAR MEDICINE AND HUMAN GENETICS, INSTITUTE OF MOLECULAR MEDICINE AND SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS HEALTH SCIENCE CENTER
HOUSTON, TX 77030

Galor, Anat, MD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI HEALTH SYSTEM
MIAMI, FL 33136

Gorony, Jorg J, MD, PhD
PROFESSOR
DIVISION OF IMMUNOLOGY AND RHEUMATOLOGY
STANFORD UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
STANFORD, CA 94305
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PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY AND NEUROLOGICAL SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
STANFORD, CA 94304
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LITA ANNENBERG HAZEN PROFESSOR
CHAIR
DEPARTMENT OF MOLECULAR AND EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE
THE SCRIPPS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
LA JOLLA, CA 92037

Myers, Dean, PhD
PROFESSOR AND THE JOHN W. RECORDS CHAIR IN MATERNAL FETAL MEDICINE
DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73104

O'Banion, M. Kerry, PhD, MD
PROFESSOR AND VICE CHAIR
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROSCIENCE
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AND DENTISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
ROCHESTER, NY 14642

Perlman, Stanley, PhD, MD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
IOWA CITY, IA 52242

Small, Brent John, PhD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF GERONTOLOGY
SCHOOL OF AGING STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
TAMPA, FL 33620
Aggregate SEP Roster
Brain Disorders and Clinical Neuroscience Integrated Review Group
CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC REVIEW
January 2021 Council Round
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SOARES, JAIR C, MD
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DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
MCGOVERN MEDICAL SCHOOL
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS HEALTH SCIENCE CENTER
HOUSTON, TX 77054

VAN NOSTRAND, WILLIAM E, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF BIOMEDICAL AND
PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND
KINGSTON, RI 02881

WEBER, DOUGLAS J, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY
PITTSBURGH, PA 15213

YAN, RIQIANG, PHD
PROFESSOR AND CHAIR
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROSCIENCE
UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
FARMINGTON, CT 06030
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ALPERIN, NOAM, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY AND BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
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PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENTS OF OPHTHALMOLOGY AND VISUAL
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KELLOGG EYE CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR, MI 48105

ARFANAKIS, KONSTANTINOS, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CHICAGO, IL 60616

ARMSTEAD, WILLIAM M, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF ANESTHESIOLOGY AND
CRITICAL CARE
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104

ASBELL, PENNY, MD
PROFESSOR
DIRECTOR, HAMILTON EYE INSTITUTE
DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
MEMPHIS, TN 38103-3452

AYYAGARI, RADHA, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY
SHILEY EYE CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
LA JOLLA, CA 92093

BAKER, LAURA D, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY, INTERNAL MEDICINE,
SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HEALTH POLICY,
WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY HEALTH SCIENCES
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27157

BALCER, LAURA, MSCE, MD
PROFESSOR AND VICE CHAIR
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY, POPULATION HEALTH AND
OPHTHALMOLOGY
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY LANGONE MEDICAL CENTER
NEW YORK, NY 10016
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BANKS, WILLIAM A, MD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL MEDICINE
DIVISION OF GERONTOLOGY AND GERIATRIC MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
SEATTLE, WA 98108

BARKER-HALISKI, MELISSA LEIGH, PHD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
SEATTLE, WA 98195

BENKE, TIMOTHY A, MD, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, COLORADO
AURORA, CO 80045

BENMOHAMED, LBACHIR, PHD
PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY
GAVIN HERBERT INSTITUTE FOR IMMUNOLOGY
CHAO FAMILY COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA IRVINE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
IRVINE, CA 92697

BENVENISTE, MORRIS J., PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROBIOLOGY
NEUROSCIENCE INSTITUTE
MOREHOUSE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
ATLANTA, GA 30310

BETTCHER, BRIANNE MAGOURIK, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROSURGERY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO DENVER
AURORA, CO 80045

BHAT, NARAYAN R, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROSCIENCE
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
CHARLESTON, SC 29425

BLUSZTAJN, JAN KRZYSZTOF, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY AND LABORATORY MEDICINE
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
BOSTON, MA 02118

BOLSER, DONALD C, PHD
PROFESSOR
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
GAINESVILLE, FL 32610

BOXER, ADAM L, MD, PHD
ENDOWED PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY
MEMORY AND AGING CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94143

BUFORD, THOMAS W, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE
THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA AT BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35294
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DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY
HENRY FORD HEALTH SYSTEM
DETROID, MI 48202
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ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROSCIENCE
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
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CAI, DONGMING, PHD, MD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY
ICAHN SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AT MOUNT SINAI
NEW YORK CITY, NY 10468

CARLSON, MICHELLE C, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, CENTER ON AGING AND HEALTH
BLOOMBERG SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
BALTIMORE, MD 21205

CHOPRA, SHYAM SUDESH, PHD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR, MI 48109

CHOUGNET, CLAIRE A, PHD, PHMD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENTS OF PEDIATRICS AND IMMUNOBIOLOGY
CINCINNATI CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
CINCINNATI, OH 45229

COHEN, JULES A, MD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF HEMATOLOGY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
STONY BROOK UNIVERSITY
STONY BROOK, NY 11794

COLE, GREGORY M, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY
DAVID GEFFEN SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES, CA 90073

COLTON, CAROL ANNE, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY
DUKE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
DURHAM, NC 27710

COUNTS, SCOTT E, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE AND
MOLECULAR MEDICINE
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503

CRIIBBS, DAVID HASTINGS, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY
INSTITUTE FOR MEMORY IMPAIRMENTS AND
NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE
IRVINE, CA 92697
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PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA AT BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35294

D'ADAMIO, LUCIANO, MD, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE
RUTGERS BRAIN HEALTH INSTITUTE
THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY
NEWARK, NJ 07103

DECKER, MICHAEL JOHN, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOPHYSICS AND NEUROSCIENCES
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
CLEVELAND, OH 44106

DE MORAES, CARLOS GUSTAVO, MD, MPH
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
NEW YORK, NY 10032

DIETRICH, W DALTON, PHD
PROFESSOR AND SCIENTIFIC DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENTS OF NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY, NEUROLOGY AND CELL BIOLOGY
THE MIAMI PROJECT TO CURE PARALYSIS
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
MIAMI, FL 33136

DOAN, THUY A, MD, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122

DRAGON, TOMAS, PHD
PROGRAM ANALYST
OFFICE OF REGULATORY AFFAIRS
UNITED STATES FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
SILVER SPRING, MD 20993

DROBYSHEVSKY, ALEXANDER, MD, PHD
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
EVANSTON, IL 60202

DUGGER, BRITTANY N, PHD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY AND LABORATORY SCIENCE
ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS
SACRAMENTO, CA 95817
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PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING AND NEUROSCIENCES
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PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL MEDICINE
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
YALE UNIVERSITY
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
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<th>Position</th>
<th>Department</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
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<td>ELSEA, SARAH H, PHD</td>
<td>PROFESSOR</td>
<td>DEPARTMENT OF MOLECULAR AND HUMAN GENETICS</td>
<td>BAYLOR COLLEGE OF MEDICINE</td>
<td>HOUSTON, TX 77096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENIKOLOPOV, GRIGORI N, PHD</td>
<td>PROFESSOR</td>
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<td>STONY BROOK UNIVERSITY</td>
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<td>FABRY, ZSUZSANNA, PHD</td>
<td>PROFESSOR</td>
<td>DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY AND LABORATORY MEDICINE</td>
<td>VICE CHAIR FOR RESEARCH</td>
<td>SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH</td>
</tr>
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<td>FAWZI,AMANI A, MD</td>
<td>ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR</td>
<td>DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY</td>
<td>FEINBERG SCHOOL OF MEDICINE</td>
<td>NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORBES, CHAD E, PHD</td>
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<td>DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY</td>
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<td>NEWARK, DE 19716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORCELLI, PATRICK ALEXANDER, PHD</td>
<td>ASSISTANT PROFESSOR</td>
<td>DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY</td>
<td>GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>WASHINGTON, DC 20057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANCESCHINI, MARIA ANGELA, PHD</td>
<td>ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR</td>
<td>DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY</td>
<td>MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL</td>
<td>HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL</td>
</tr>
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<td>FUKUCHI, KEN-ICHIRO, PHD, MD</td>
<td>PROFESSOR</td>
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<td>COLLEGE OF MEDICINE</td>
<td>UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT PEORIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARAVAN, HUGH P, PHD</td>
<td>PROFESSOR</td>
<td>DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY</td>
<td>UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT</td>
<td>BURLINGTON, VT 05401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GASHEV, ANATOLIY A, MD, DSC, PHD</td>
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PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF BIOMEDICAL AND
PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
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PROFESSOR
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HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL
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ALFRED AND JILL SOMMER CHAIR
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BLOOMBERG SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
BALTIMORE, MD 21205

GRONERT, KARSTEN, MS, PHD
PROFESSOR AND CHAIR
DEPARTMENT OF OPTOMETRY
VISION SCIENCE PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BERKELEY
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PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
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DEPARTMENT OF POPULATION HEALTH SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
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PROFESSOR
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